Global Association of
Joyful Responsible
Abundance on Earth.


A place for humans, government

organisations, for & not for profit
businesses, educational institutions,
festival organisers & more, from all
over Earth, to contribute to sharing
ideas of uniting Humanity through art
in joy to establish the humane stage
of responsible abundance on Earth.

#GAJRAEarth
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To Create A Reliable And Evolutionary Data
Visualizer Of Humane Values, Actions And
Objectives That Co-Narrate Us All Towards
Joyful Responsible Abundance on Earth.
We aim to achieve this by asking people and organisations
from every region, tribe, language and culture on Earth to
contribute their definitions of Joyful Responsible Abundance
and other commonly aspired to good values and virtues.

How would you manage
your own time if…
and
joyful responsible abundance
was the goal of civilization?

Core Values are expected to be
the next most common sense of
humane intelligence after the
layer of biochemical emotions.
To understand, we will survey
the global population to find
out what all core values are so
that global common sense can
begin to emerge and encourage
an open internet for humanity.

Beginning in a small Centralised
order as the founding team is
selected and volunteer to run
the 1st membership drives that
expand GAJRA to its 2nd stage.

Becoming Decentralised as each
cultural group contributes its 1st
round of perspectives defining
joyful responsible abundance as
in local customs and core values.

Evolving steadily into a Distributed
system as early participants in each
group spread the opportunity out to
include more people who add their
own perspectives into the data set.

Types of Organisations

Highly Skilled Individuals



Joyful Festival Operators



Event Managers and Performers



Inspirational Teaching Institutions



Teachers, Game and Software Developers



Disaster Prevention and Recovery



Emergency Services Providers



Food Producers and Distribution



Farmers, Chefs and Transporters



Waste Management and Recycling



Civil Engineers and Material Scientists



Environmental Regeneration



Environment Engineers and Researchers



Travel and Hospitality



Historians, Guides and Concierges



Health and Wellbeing



Health Practitioners and Trainers



Civilized Frontier Development



Other Skilled Professionals

Membership entitles access to the GAJRA.EARTH Extended Intelligence Network.

Free Membership if Invited

Paid Membership if Requested



If you get an invitation from GAJRA
to become a member then your
membership is completely Free.



If your request to join GAJRA then
you will be interviewed & offered a
chance to purchase a membership.



Paid Membership is then Optional
after Year 1 but it is encouraged.



If another person nominates you
the nomination will be reviewed
and if you are not awarded an
invitation you will be offered the
chance to purchase a membership.



Paid memberships will vary in cost
relative to country and applicant.

Volunteers are the heart and soul of many organisations. There are a minimum of 3 positions per locale and
an average of 20 to 30 positions per locale to build momentum as well as keep GAJRA growing healthily.

Free Membership


Get us to notice you by using our
Hashtags #GAJRAEarth #GAJRA on
any major social media platform to
positively frame the organisation.



We follow these hashtags and will
be looking here for new members.



Be an Awesome Human who loves
to learn new things and who has a
strong desire to improve reality.

Paid Membership


Request to join via our membership
request form http://GAJRA.EARTH



The price of a membership will be
different from person to person,
company to company. It is optional
to nominate the amount that you
feel is appropriate when you apply.

